myRTI customer portal

myRTI is our new customer portal where you can manage your RTI devices, get calibration reminders, access your calibration certificates, and keep track of all your Ocean Next measurement data.

You will also get access to RTI Support, Resource Center and, RTI Academy online training.

Forget about backing up your QA and testing!
Let Ocean Next™ 3.0 and our cloud server myBox, do the work for you. When you sign up to myBox, all your Ocean Next templates and measurement data will be stored automatically and kept safe with easy access from multiple devices. So you’ll never cry again over a stolen laptop, spilled coffee, or hard drive crash.

Share it!
With Ocean Next and myBox, you can share your measurement data and templates with selected colleagues for a smooth and efficient workflow.

myRTI is hosted by Microsoft Azure.

myRTI

- Manage RTI devices
- Calibration reminders
- Access calibration certificates
- Ocean Next data logs
- Access to RTI Support, Resource & Training

myBox (plus all myRTI features)

Secure it: Automatic backup of your entire Ocean Next database
Run it: Run Ocean from multiple devices with one synchronised database
Share it: Share your data directly from Ocean-to-Ocean with your colleagues

Use with
- Ocean Next
- RTI Scatter Probe
- Piranha
- Cobia
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